Small Angle Scattering and Structural Biology: Data Quality and Model Validation.
This chapter provides a brief review of the current state-of-the-art in small-angle scattering (SAS) from biomolecules in solution in regard to: (1) sample preparation and instrumentation, (2) data reduction and analysis, and (3) three-dimensional structural modelling and validation. In this context, areas of ongoing research in regard to the interpretation of SAS data will be discussed with a particular focus on structural modelling using computational methods and data from different experimental techniques, including SAS (hybrid methods). Finally, progress made in establishing community accepted publication guidelines and a standard reporting framework that includes SAS data deposition in a public data bank will be described. Importantly, SAS data with associated meta-data can now be held in a format that supports exchange between data archives and seamless interoperability with the world-wide Protein Data Bank (wwPDB). Biomolecular SAS is thus well positioned to contribute to an envisioned federation of data archives in support of hybrid structural biology.